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Introduction 
 
In gas measurement field operations, the 
Technician’s goal is to ensure each customer’s 

gas usage is measured as fairly and accurately 
as possible (close to 0.0% error, or as the 
Technicians call it… “goose eggs”). Combined 

Accuracy is another tool in the Technician’s 

bag. He or she simply takes the accuracy test 
results from two gas measurement devices 
(meter and instrument) and a factor from the 
instrument configuration, then adds them 
together algebraically to produce a “combined” 

result. 
 
Abstract 
 
The purpose of this paper is to present how to 
use Combined Accuracy calculations in large 
positive displacement Meter Set Assemblies 
(MSA’s) and communicate the business and 
operational reasons to use it for accurate 
customer billing, adjustments to billing and 
ensure gas measurement integrity. 
 
Background 
 
For the overwhelming majority of residential 
and small commercial customers, gas usage is 
measured by a single positive displacement gas 
meter – one meter, one accuracy result to worry  

                       
 
 
about.  However, when a high demand gas 
usage customer requires a larger positive 
displacement meter used in tandem with an 
(EC) Electronic Corrector (correcting for 
Pressure only, or for Pressure & Temperature – 
a.k.a. “Instrument”), now there are two 
measurement device uncertainties to be 
concerned with, the meter and the instrument. 
 
Combined Accuracy can be utilized in multiple 
scenarios (positive displacement, inferential, or 
differential meters, etc.).  For this paper though, 
I will focus on how it’s used for obtaining and 
reporting more precise measurement accuracy at 
new and existing large customer positive 
displacement metering facilities equipped with 
an EC (“large MSA’s w/ EC” – defined as 
customers who use over 1 million cubic feet of 
gas per month, without upstream pressure 
regulation). 
 
Nuts & Bolts: What is Combined Accuracy? 
 
Combined Accuracy is made up of 2 or more 
values.  For our purposes, it is the combination 
of accuracy test results and factors obtained 
from the (a) Electronic Corrector (EC 
Accuracy) at metering pressure plus (b) EC 
Bias Effect value plus (c) meter accuracy test 
value (at check flow rate) added together.  
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The calculation is simple: (a) + (b) + (c) = 
Combined Accuracy.  Sounds easy… right? 
 
Actually, the calculation is simple.  It’s where 
you get and how you obtain the values to plug 
into the calculation that gets a little complicated.  
So let’s get started… 
 
The “EC accuracy” result (a) comes from an 
operation called Volume Accuracy Test (VAT) 
or from a similar operation called Electronic 
Verification Test (EVT).  Both operations are 
software driven.  Like the name suggests, when 
the Technician performs a VAT it simulates 
volume being used by the customer at normal 
metering pressure and allows the Technician to 
verify all electronic and mechanical parts are 
functioning correctly.   
 

 
Fig. 1 – screen shot of VAT results showing Combined 
Accy at -0.2% 
 
The EVT is a bit faster field operation to 
perform – it looks at accuracy of the Pressure 
and Temperature transducers only (at metering 
pressure and base temperature 60°F), so no 
mechanical parts of the device are checked by 
the software during the test.  Either operation 
will produce an accuracy value (% error) for the 
EC device to use in the Combined Accuracy 
calculation. 
 

 
Fig. 2 – screen shot of EVT calculator (Excel) 
 
“EC Bias Effect” (b) is determined from the 
Auxiliary (Aux.) Factor configured by the 
Technician in the instrument. The formula is 
(Aux. Factor – 1) * 100 = EC Bias Effect (%).   
Example: (0.998 – 1) * 100 = -0.2%  
 
The Aux. Factor (a.k.a. Meter factor) is used in 
the EC device configuration to compensate for 
Meter error.  An Aux. Factor greater than 1.000 
will compensate for a slow meter, while an Aux. 
Factor less than 1.000 will compensate for a fast 
meter (yes, that means 1.000 = 0.0% EC Bias 
Effect).   
 
The resulting EC Bias Effect neutralizes the 
error found during the meter test or from 
historical test values.  Essentially the EC device 
is being skewed (biased) to speed up volume 
recording for a slow meter, or slow down 
volume recording for a fast meter by the exact 
opposite meter error value (so if meter error is 
+0.4% then EC Bias is -0.4%,   if meter error is 
-0.8% then EC Bias is +0.8%, and so on.) 
 
Quiz time! What would the Aux Factors be for 
the above 2 examples of EC Bias effect? 
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How is Combined Accuracy used in day-to-
day operations?  In other words, why use it? 
 
Customer Billing department personnel use 
combined accuracy routinely to make sure large 
commercial and industrial customers receive a 
fair and accurate bill as close to 0.0% total 
measurement error as possible.  
 
When there is a billing dispute or question of 
measurement accuracy by the customer or the 
utility, the billing representative uses the 
combined accuracy values obtained during any 
investigation and from historical tests to 
determine how much to adjust the customer’s 

bill or if any adjustment is warranted.   
The billing representative simply multiplies the 
volume in question times the % error from the 
Combined Accuracy calculation to produce a 
fair and accurate estimated volume. 
 
Field operations personnel use Combined 
Accuracy to ensure gas meters and their 
correctors are functioning as accurately as 
possible, keeping measurement accuracy well 
within procedural tolerances and thus allowing 
field operations to lengthen the time interval 
between scheduled maintenance inspections.  
Less field trips equals utility money saved.  
 
In addition, adoption of Combined Accuracy 
policies has a positive effect on reducing “Lost 

& Unaccounted For” (LUAF) gas volumes since 
gas is measured more accurately.  
 
What are the field inspection scenarios where 
a Technician would use Combined Accuracy 
calculation results?   
 
Note: in the examples below, the numbers will 
be represented in % Error  
 

(1) Field meter proving – the meter and 
associated electronic corrector are tested at 
the same time; their accuracy values are 
combined (“as found” meter results with “as 

found” EC results; and “as left” meter with 

“as left” EC).  
 

 
Fig.3 - Large rotary meter w/ electronic corrector 
 
Example 1: a large rotary meter (Fig. 3) that’s 

been in service for 10 years is tested today at 
25% of its rated capacity (Check Flow rate) 
through a field transfer prover machine 
(reference standard).  As Found Check test 
result is -0.6%.  A volume accuracy test (VAT) 
is performed on the Electronic P&T Corrector 
(EC) using nominal metering pressure on a test 
machine that simulates flow.  As Found result is 
-0.1%.  Technician interrogates the EC config 
and sees As Found Aux. Factor is set to 0.999 
(which equates to an EC Bias Effect of -0.1%) 
– so now we have our 3 variables… 
As Found EC Accy. = -0.1% 
As Found EC Bias Effect = -0.1% 
As Found Meter Test = -0.6% 
(a) + (b) + (c) = As Found Combined Accy. 
(-0.1%) + (-0.1%) + (-0.6%) = -0.8% 
 
You can deduce from the above As Found 
values this meter has slowed down over time, 
essentially 10 years ago the Aux Factor was set 
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to 0.999 which results in an EC Bias Effect of       
-0.1%.  We can assume the meter was installed 
with a factory % error of +0.1% and today it is  
-0.6%.  Not bad by any means.  But, we don’t 

want to leave these values “as is”.  The As Left 
Aux. Factor will have to be “reset” to ensure the 
EC Bias Effect compensates for today’s meter 

test error result. 
 
Can you guess what actions the Technician will 
take next? 
 

1. The EC Accuracy is good. Tech leaves it 
at -0.1%, no reason to re-calibrate. 

2. Aux. Factor is reconfigured to 1.006 
which produces an As Left EC Bias 
effect of +0.6%. 

3. Meter error of -0.6% is still within 
tolerance*, so no reason to clean/retest 
meter. 

 
– now we have our 3 variables… 
 
As Left EC Accy. = -0.1% 
As Left EC Bias Effect = +0.6% 
As Left Meter Test = -0.6% 
(a) + (b) + (c) = As Left Combined Accy. 
(-0.1%) + (+0.6%) + (-0.6%) = -0.1% 
 
The test results above are reported through the 
various Company computer systems and stored 
as history in case of any customer billing 
dispute or question about MSA accuracy. 
 
*Tolerances – each Company has its own policy 
on accuracy tolerances for the various 
individual meters and instruments it uses in the 
operation, as well as a tolerance for overall 
Combined Accuracy.   
 
Typically a Company will strive to meet         
+/- 0.5% for instrument tolerance, +/-1.0% or 
+/-2.0% for positive displacement meters with a 

collective (meter and instrument) +/- 1.0% 
tolerance for Combined Accuracy.   
 
Billing adjustment policies also vary by 
company.  Typically a large customer bill is 
adjusted when the measurement accuracy falls 
below -2.0% or goes above +2.0%.  Depending 
how large the customer is, the billing tolerance 
may be even tighter at +/-1.0%.  This is another 
reason to utilize Combined Accuracy 
calculations.   
 
Author’s opinion:  Over time, both meter and 
instrument may trend fast, or both may slow 
down, or move in opposite direction to each 
other – but, using Aux. Factor (EC Bias Effect) 
to effectively compensate for meter error in a 
Combined Accuracy calculation will give the 
best chance to ensure overall measurement 
accuracy at the MSA stays within +/-0.5% (and 
well within +/-1.0%) for many years. 
 
Answers to Quiz Time on previous page: the 
Aux Factor should be set to 0.996 for EC Bias 
of -0.4% and should be 1.008 for EC Bias of 
+0.8%.  Did you get it right? 
 
 
(2) New Meter installations – the Meter Shop 

or Mfr. Meter accuracy value is used to 
combine with both “as found” electronic 

corrector test result, as well as with the “as 

left” electronic corrector test result. 
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Fig. 4 - Large diaphragm meter w/ electronic corrector 
 
Example 2: new Large diaphragm meter is 
installed today (Fig. 4).  Manufacturer states the 
out-proof at Check Flow rate was -0.4% when 
it left the factory. An electronic verification test 
(EVT) is performed on the new Electronic P&T 
Corrector (EC) using expected metering 
pressure.  As Found result is +0.2%.  The 
Technician interrogates the EC config and sees 
As Found Aux. Factor is set to 1.000 from the 
Mfr. which equates to an EC Bias Effect of 
+0.0% – so now we have our 3 variables… 
As Found EC Accy. = +0.2% 
As Found EC Bias Effect = +0.0% 
As Found Meter (out-proof) Test = -0.4% 
(a) + (b) + (c) = As Found Combined Accy. 
(+0.2%) + (+0.0%) + (-0.4%) = -0.2% 
 
Tech resets Aux. Factor to 1.004 to compensate 
the meter error, so the As Left Combined Accy. 
is: (+0.2%) + (+0.4%) + (-0.4%) = +0.2% 
 
Note: for newly installed MSA’s, Billing only 

needs the As Left results, of course. 
 
(3) Straight removal of Meter – for removed 

meter, the historical Meter accuracy value is 
combined with “as found” electronic 

corrector test result, as well as with the “as 

left” electronic corrector test result.  

 
Fig. 5 - Large diaphragm meter w/ electronic corrector 
 
Example 3: an old Large diaphragm meter with 
EC (Fig. 5) is removed from service today.  The 
meter was last tested 6 years ago and the As 
Left test at Check Flow rate was -0.9% as 
recorded by the Technician in computer records.  
We call this “historical test result”. An 

electronic verification test (EVT) is performed 
on the old Electronic P&T Corrector (EC) using 
nominal metering pressure.  As Found result is 
+0.4%.  The Technician interrogates the EC 
config and sees As Found Aux. Factor is set to 
1.009 from the last Tech. who checked it several 
years ago. The EC Bias Effect is therefore 
+0.9% – so now we have our 3 variables… 
As Found EC Accy. = +0.4% 
As Found EC Bias Effect = +0.9% 
As Left historical Meter Test = -0.9% 
(a) + (b) + (c) = As Found Combined Accy. 
(+0.4%) + (+0.9%) + (-0.9%) = +0.4% 
 
The As Left Combined Accy. in this scenario is 
identical to As Found, no additional testing or 
updates required, simply enter the same results: 
(+0.4%) + (+0.9%) + (-0.9%) = +0.4% 
 
Note: for removed MSA’s, Billing only needs 

the As Found results. 
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(4) Meter change out – for removed meter, the 
historical Meter accuracy value is combined 
with “as found” electronic corrector test 

result.  For new meter, the Meter Shop or 
Mfr. Meter accuracy value is combined with 
“as left” electronic corrector test result.  

 

 
Fig. 6 - Large rotary meter w/ electronic corrector 
 
Example 4: an older Large rotary meter with a 
relatively new EC is changed out today (Fig. 6), 
being replaced with a new rotary meter, but 
using the same EC since the new meter 
configuration is compatible with the old.  As 
Found results will use historical As Left meter 
Check test results with the current As Found EC 
Accy and EC Bias Effect.   
 
As Left results will use Mfr. Out-proof result 
from the new meter (assume +0.5%) with As 
Left EC Accy test and EC Bias Effect (Aux. 
Factor will be reset to compensate for the new 
meter). Let’s assume the historical As Left 

meter test at Check Flow rate was +0.3% as 
recorded by the Technician in computer records.  
Tech performs a VAT on existing EC using 
nominal metering pressure.  As Found EC Accy 
result is +0.0%.  The Technician interrogates 
the EC config and sees As Found Aux. Factor is 
set to 0.997 from the last Tech. who checked it. 
The EC Bias Effect is therefore -0.3% – so now 
we have our 3 variables… 

As Found EC Accy. = +0.0% 
As Found EC Bias Effect = -0.3% 
As Left historical Meter Test = +0.3% 
(a) + (b) + (c) = As Found Combined Accy. 
(+0.0%) + (-0.3%) + (+0.3%) = +0.0% 
 
The As Left Combined Accy. in this scenario 
requires the Tech to reset Aux. Factor to 0.995 
(-0.5% EC Bias Effect) to compensate the Mfr. 
meter out-proof error (+0.5%), and rerun the 
VAT to confirm EC Accy is still +0.0%.  So 
now the As Left Combined Accy. calculates as:  
(+0.0%) + (-0.5%) + (+0.5%) = +0.0% 
 
 
(5) Electronic corrector inspection – historical 

Meter accuracy value (from most recent 
test) is used to combine with both “as 

found” electronic corrector test result, as 

well as with the “as left” electronic corrector 

test result.  
 

 
Fig. 7 - Large rotary meter w/ electronic corrector 
 
Example 5: a Large rotary meter with EC has 
been in service for 4 years (Fig. 7).  The EC is 
now due for inspection.  As Found results will 
use historical Mfr. Out-proof Check test result 
with the current As Found EC Accy and EC 
Bias Effect.  As Left results will also use Mfr. 
Out-proof Check test result As Left EC Accy 
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test and EC Bias Effect. Let’s assume the 

historical Mfr. Out-proof meter test at Check 
Flow rate was -0.2% as shown in computer 
records.  Tech performs an EVT on existing EC 
using nominal metering pressure.  As Found EC 
Accy result is +0.7% (OUT OF 
TOLERANCE).  The Technician interrogates 
the EC config and sees As Found Aux. Factor is 
set to 1.002 from the last Tech. who installed 
the EC. The EC Bias Effect is therefore +0.2% 
– so now we have our 3 variables… 
As Found EC Accy. = +0.7% 
As Found EC Bias Effect = +0.2% 
As Left historical Meter Test = -0.2% 
(a) + (b) + (c) = As Found Combined Accy. 
(+0.7%) + (+0.2%) + (-0.2%) = +0.7% 
 
This scenario requires the Tech to calibrate the 
EC (at Zero & Span) to bring the EC back into 
+/- 0.5% tolerance. Tech reruns a VAT to 
confirm EC Accy., let’s assume +0.1%. The 
Aux. Factor of 1.002 (+0.2% EC Bias Effect) 
does not need to be reset because the meter 
error did not change.  So now the As Left 
Combined Accy. calculates as:  
(+0.1%) + (+0.2%) + (-0.2%) = +0.1% 
 
Wasn’t that fun?! 
 
Who determines the Combined Accuracy 
procedures and policies?   
 
Typically the business management teams in 
Engineering or Measurement departments 
determine appropriate policies to use in field 
operations.  Use of Combined Accuracy 
calculations and which tolerances to use is no 
different, however there should be healthy 
collaboration among the affected field 
operations management, IT systems, Billing 
management, Training and Engineering teams 
whenever considering implementation of a 
major process change. 

What are some of the costs to consider?   
 

(1) Strategy - develop new manual or 
automated process to adopt use of 
Combined Accuracy calculations – will 
the results be a “paper” process or 

computer aided?  You can always start 
with a manual paper process then 
convert to electronic reporting down the 
road. 

 
(2) Systems - Both the Billing and field 

asset management systems will need to 
be modified (if going with automated 
method) – depending on type(s) of 
computer systems used by your 
company, these costs could be 
significant. 

 
(3) Training – comprehensive training of 

field technicians and billing 
representatives is key to a successful 
deployment.  Expect 2 to 3 days of 
intensive training needed to explain 
Combined Accuracy concepts, uses and 
calculations. 

 
(4) Hardware – hopefully your field 

personnel are using Mobile Data 
Terminals (MDT’s) or laptops already.  

If not, a small inexpensive tablet can be 
configured to run the Combined 
Accuracy calculations. 

 
(5) Policy revision – expect several weeks 

of staff work to revise and communicate 
impacted field and billing procedures. 
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Conclusion 
 
Gas companies are in the business to accurately 
measure and sell natural gas to end consumers.  
 
Combined Accuracy calculations should be 
adopted for high usage Customers having large 
positive displacement MSA’s where both a gas 
meter and electronic corrector are utilized in the 
MSA design.  If utilities use just one form of 
billing measurement (reads from Electronic 
Corrector) without considering the accuracy of 
all measurement devices (meter + EC) 
contributing to measurement error, that may not 
be the best or most prudent business practice.  
 
The business and operational reasons to use 
Combined Accuracy include providing more 
accurate customer billing, ensuring enhanced 

gas measurement integrity, lengthening planned 
maintenance cycles and reducing LUAF.   
 
There will naturally be start-up costs with 
implementation, but these costs will be offset 
over a period of time.  Remember, “happy 

customers = high customer satisfaction = great 
earnings!” 
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Tables 1 and 2 below use formula (Aux. Factor – 1) * 100 = EC Bias Effect (%) to convert Auxiliary 
Factor value to Electronic Corrector Bias Effect. 
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